**QUICKPLAY**

**KICKSTER**

**ULTRA PORTABLE GOAL**

*PATENTED FLEXI-POST SYSTEM

**PLAY ANYWHERE**

**90 SECOND SET-UP**

**NO INSTRUCTIONS NEEDED**

**SIZE OPTIONS:** 6x4' | 8x5' | 12x6' | 3x2m | 4x1.5m | 16x7' |

**2 YEAR GUARANTEE**

**POLES PRE ATTACHED**

**LINK TO PRODUCT VIDEO**
**THE WORLD’S MOST PORTABLE GOAL**

The goal that started QUICKPLAY - Kickster is the lightest, most portable and easiest to set up goal of its size, anywhere. Quick to assemble, Kickster is only 1/2 the weight of other goals on the market, whilst also being both strong and durable. With a steel and fibreglass frame, it will take everything you kick at it and it fits into a small, easy to carry bag. Kickster is the ideal goal, wherever and whenever you want to play.

**SIZE OPTIONS:** 6x4’ | 8x5’ | 12x6’ | 3x2m | 4x1.5m | 16x7’

**KEY FEATURES**
- Ultra Portable
- 90 second set-up
- Poles pre attached with elastic
- Robust and durable construction
- Patented FLEXI-POST design
- Quality carry bag
- Quick attach net save system

**KICKSTER 6’x4’**
1.8 x 1.2m  
RRP: £35, €66  
Weight: 8kg  
Pack size: 73cm x 21cm x 12cm

**KICKSTER 8’x5’**
2.4 x 1.5m  
RRP: £70, €84  
Weight: 8.8kg  
Pack size: 92cm x 26cm x 14cm

**KICKSTER 3x2m**  
RRP: £95, €114  
Weight: 8.1kg  
Pack size: 112cm x 22.5cm x 15cm

**KICKSTER 12’x6’**
3.6 x 1.8m  
RRP: £95, €114  
Weight: 8kg  
Pack size: 111.5cm x 22cm x 15cm

**KICKSTER 4 x1.5m**  
RRP: £95, €114  
Weight: 12.9kg  
Pack size: 117.5cm x 23.5cm x 15cm

**PATENTED FLEXI-POST SYSTEM**

**LINK TO PRODUCT VIDEO**
ULTRA PORTABLE
BUILT FOR ASTRO

90 SECOND SET-UP
NO INSTRUCTIONS NEEDED

SIZE OPTIONS: 1.5x1m | 2x1m | 3x1m | 3x1.5m | 4x1.5m | 12x6’ | 5x2’

KICKSTER ELITE
ULTRA PORTABLE / WEIGHTED BASE

2 YEAR GUARANTEE
POLES PRE ATTACHED

LINK TO PRODUCT VIDEO
ULTRA PORTABLE AND STABLE - DESIGNED FOR ASTRO TURF

The Kickster Elite is a training goal that combines portability and stability with a super quick set-up. Its weighted base and rubber pads help to stabilise it on all surfaces. With its patented quick set up, it can be set up in under 90 seconds and packed down in the same time. The small pack size means the goal can be easily stored and carried in its high quality carry bag. The goal is robust and designed to last, making it the ideal training goal whatever level you play at.
MATCH FOLD
FOLDING PORTABLE GOAL

SIZE OPTIONS: 12x6' | 3x2m | 16x7' | 18.5x6.5'

STRAIGHT CROSSBAR TECH
POLES PRE-ATTACHED WITH ELASTIC
NO NEED FOR INSTRUCTIONS
30 SEC SET-UP
FOLDS FLAT

ALL-WEATHER
ALUMINIUM & uPVC MATCH GOAL

SIMPLY THE BEST

2 YEAR GUARANTEE
POLES PRE ATTACHED

LINK TO PRODUCT VIDEO

QUICKPLAY™
**KEY FEATURES**

- All-weather aluminium and uPVC
- Super straight cross bar design
- No need for instructions
- Poles pre-attached with elastic
- Quality carry bag included
- 5 Minute set-up from bag
- Folds flat for storage
- 30 second setup from folded
- Thickest uPVC posts
- 2 year parts warranty

**BUILT TO LAST ALL-WEATHER ALUMINIUM AND uPVC FRAME**

The Match Fold Goal is ideal whether you need to take your goal to the match, or leave it assembled at your training ground / backyard. This goal offers the best features of fixed aluminium goals and portable uPVC goals, combined into one product. The Match Fold Goal has an aluminium support frame giving suburb strength and stability, while the uPVC posts incorporate our patented anti-sag design, so the crossbar will never bow in the middle. All poles come pre-attached with elastic, so there’s no need for instructions and it’s easy to set up at pitch side. The frame can also fold flat for storage and then be set back up in 30 seconds and the net is attached with a shock absorbing bungee system. The result is the highest quality portable match goal available on the market today.

**SIZE OPTIONS:**

- **MATCH FOLD** 3m x 2m
  - RRP: £200, €240
  - Weight: 19.5kg
  - Pack size: 119 cm x 49 cm x 24 cm

- **MATCH FOLD** 12’x6’
  - RRP: £200, €240
  - Weight: 19.5kg
  - Pack size: 119 cm x 49 cm x 24 cm

- **MATCH FOLD** 16’x7’
  - RRP: £220, €264
  - Weight: 24.5kg
  - Pack size: 119 cm x 49 cm x 29 cm

- **MATCH FOLD** 18.5’x6.5’
  - RRP: £235, €282
  - Weight: 25.4kg
  - Pack size: 129 cm x 49 cm x 29 cm

- **MATCH FOLD** 21’x7’
  - RRP: £300, €360
  - Weight: 26.4kg
  - Pack size: 146 cm x 46 cm x 29 cm

- **MATCH FOLD** 8’x5’
  - RRP: £140, €168
  - Weight: 15kg
  - Pack size: 119 cm x 32 cm x 25 cm

- **MATCH FOLD** 6x4’
  - RRP: £120, €144
  - Weight: 11.6 kg
  - Pack size: 114 cm x 32 cm x 25 cm
COMBO
GOAL OR REBOUNDER

KICKSTER
COMBO
GOAL OR REBOUNDER

2 YEAR GUARANTEE
POLES PRE ATTACHED

LINK TO PRODUCT VIDEO
**Key Features**

- Goal or rebounder
- Loop pass training system
- eCOACH training app
- Ultra Portable
- 90 second set up / pack away
- Poles pre attached with elastic
- Robust and durable construction
- Patented design
- Quality carry bag

**Practice with the Rebounder and Play with the Goal**

The Kickster Combo goal is a rebounder and a goal in one pack. Use with the Rebounder net for passing and shooting drills, or easily change the net to use as a goal for match play and training. As with all QUICKPLAY products, the Kickster Combo’s pre-attached frame allows for fuss-free set up in just 2 minutes, with no need for instructions. The Rebounder function is also a core part of the QUICKPLAY coaching system and comes with the free eCOACH App that you can access from your smart phone, tablet or PC. With 30 different individual and team training drills eCOACH delivers detailed coaching videos that can help players develop their technique in all aspects of the game.
ELITE COMBO 3 in 1

ULTRA PORTABLE GOAL

LOOP PASS
REBOUND SYSTEM

FREE-KICK WALL

REBOUNDER

6ft FREEKICK WALL LOOP PASS REBOUND SYSTEM

ELITE SERIES LINK TO PRODUCT VIDEO

PRO SERIES PARTS PACK INCLUDES 6 CONES

2 YEAR GUARANTEE POLES PRE ATTACHED PACK INCLUDES 6 CONES

ISPO AWARD GOLD WINNER 2016/2017
The Elite Combo is a 3 in 1 Goal, Rebounder and free kick-wall, which is fully portable and can be set up in just two minutes. With a heavy duty steel base and rubber feet this goal is stable on any surface. At 8x6ft the goal is ideal for training and junior games, with a box style net that has 30cm of run-back, to prevent it hanging down on the keeper. Swap over to the rebound function by simply removing the goal net and attaching the rebound net. This takes around 30 seconds and gives you a massive 8x6' rebound net to play with. The Elite Combo has a high quality pass back, that loops the ball back to the player. To work on free kicks, simply change the angle of the rebound net and you’re ready to shoot over a 6ft high, 5 man wide free kick wall. The Elite Combo is also supported by the eCOACH app offering over 30 coaching videos with drills and technical training.
LOOP PASS TECHNOLOGY

HUGE 7x7ft REBOUND SURFACE

SIZE OPTIONS: 1.5 x1m | 8x5' | 7x7' |
PASS AND RECEIVE REBOUND SYSTEM

The Spot Rebounder enables players to develop accuracy, power and control. The Spot Rebounder packs down and sets up in less than two minutes and as with all QUICKPLAY products it can be set up with no instructions needed. The Spot Rebounder is a fraction of the weight and pack size of other rebounders on the market. It’s steel and fibreglass construction is both strong and durable making it ideal for all levels of sport.

**SPOT REBOUNDER 8’x5’**
2.4 x 1.5m

RRP: £65, €78
Weight: 6.7kg
Pack size: 97.5cm x 23cm x 13cm

**SPOT REBOUNDER 7’x7’**
2.1 x 2.1m

RRP: £90, €108
Weight: 8.8kg
Pack size: 119cm x 24cm x 13.5cm

**eCOACH TRAINING APP**

OVER 30 DRILLS WITH TECHNIQUE VIDEO COACHING

**KEY FEATURES**
- Loop pass training system
- eCOACH training app included
- Ultra portable rebounder
- 90 second set up
- Poles pre-attached with elastic
- Robust and durable construction
- Multi Sport
- Quality carry bag

**INNOVATION INNOVATION QUALITY**

**LINK TO PRODUCT VIDEO**
1.5x1m ELITE TRAINING

FOLLOW THE TRAINING PROGRAM ON THE APP

CLOSE CONTROL

FREE KICKS

SUPPORTED BY
eCOACH TRAINING APP

SPOT™ ELITE REBOUND TRAINING SYSTEM

PRE ATTACHED POLES

2 YEAR GUARANTEE

LINK TO PRODUCT VIDEO

QUICKPLAY™
SPOT ELITE 1.5x1m
RRP: £60, €72
Weight: 6.6kg
Pack size: 142cm x 19cm x 14cm

SPOT ELITE 8x6ft
2.4 x 1.8m
RRP: £140, €168
Weight: 13.5kg
Pack size: 121cm x 26cm x 16.5cm

SIZE OPTIONS: 1.5x1m | 8x6ft |

PRO STANDARD PORTABLE REBOUNDER

The Spot Elite is an individual and team training system available in two sizes. The Spot Elite 8x6ft is a huge target to work with the rebound net passes the ball back further than ever, great for teams and long shots on the pitch. The all new Spot Elite 1.5x1m has the same great rebound features of the tried and tested Spot Elite 8x6, but in a miniature, ultra portable package. Both Spot Elite rebounders feature QUICKPLAY’s pass and receive system, designed to help players work on all aspects of their game, from control and dribbling to passing and shooting. The Spot Elite packs down and sets up in two minutes making it truly portable and is the perfect coaching tool for developing players. The free standing frame is made to a professional standard with heavy duty coated steel and solid core fibreglass uprights, with no need for sandbags or pegs.

8x6ft FREE KICK WALL

The Spot Elite 8x6ft also doubles as a portable and easy to set up free kick wall. In only 30 seconds you can turn your Spot Elite 8x6ft rebounder into a 6ft high, 8ft wide free kick wall. Perfect for working on free kicks and other dead ball drills.
DUAL ANGLE DESIGN

PRO REBOUNDER 2.0

ACADEMY TRAINING

SIZE OPTIONS: 3x3ft | 5x5ft | 7x7ft |

PRO REBOUNDER
PASS AND RECEIVE SYSTEM

LINK TO PRODUCT VIDEO
HIGH TENSION REBOUND SYSTEM

The Pro Rebounder is designed for players to work on their passing and touch, both on the floor and in the air. The high tension rebound allows players of all abilities to work on technique, control, touch and accuracy, in shooting and passing. The angle is adjustable so the player or coach can change the return trajectory of the ball. Designed to be assembled and kept on site, the Pro Rebounder is made to an institutional standard so it’s built to last and will perform in all weathers.

SIZE OPTIONS: 3x3ft | 5x5ft | 7x7ft |